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EVANSVILLE, Indiana –Just as FedEx brought competition to the US Postal Service (which
improved its service), The Liberty Dollar is bringing competition to the US dollar (Federal
Reserve notes).
Citing recent currency problems in Argentina, Japan, and Venezuela, that show a need for the
new strong dollar, NORFED announced that “the inflation-proof Liberty Dollar has reached
$1,000,000 in circulation” (as of March 14). The $1,000,000 line was crossed when police
officer Ron Perri of Rosemont, IL purchased an American flag for his Chevy Silverado pickup
truck with a $10 Silver Liberty (a special ounce of pure silver) at a local gas station in town.
“I just feel it is the patriotic thing to do,” said Officer Perri. “With the ‘War on Terrorism’, the
return to deficit spending by the Federal government, and the growing loss of personal
freedoms, it’s more likely than ever that the people will lose more of their voice in government,
and could lose more—their life’s savings—if something like Argentina were to happen in the
US. The Liberty Dollar gives control back to the average Joe like me.”
The million dollar mark shows that consumers are eager to trade their Federal Reserve notes
(that aren’t backed by Ft. Knox gold or any other) in favor of the new, silver-backed currency
that they see as superior in many regards.
“It’s exciting to see how much this effort has grown in just three years,” said Bernard von
NotHaus, Senior Economist of NORFED the non-profit organization that distributes the new
money.
“More and more Americans are beginning to ‘just say no’ to more national debt and inflation.
They want to avoid the experiences of a growing list of countries whose currencies have
recently failed. If Argentina had only used Liberty Dollars, it could still be on a growth path
today instead of mired in a national emergency.”
The US Treasury has acknowledged the Liberty Dollar, which was introduced in 1998, as
completely legal. Here’s what people like most: If anything happens to the economy, they can
redeem the new money for the 100% gold and silver metal that is stored in an independent
audited warehouse that is insured and guarantees that this is a genuine value backed
currency.
About The Liberty Dollar
Unlike Federal Reserve Notes, The Liberty Dollar is inflation-proof, says NORFED, and helps
to eliminate the national debt by reducing Americans’ dependence on the Federal Reserve
System. The new currency supports American’s traditional ideals of: freedom, liberty,
independence and prosperity:

· SOUND: The Liberty Dollar is backed by gold and silver, not by debt. It is the first valuebacked money in circulation in the United States since 1968.
· FREE: Anyone can use the new currency, with over 1,000 Liberty Associates and 10,000
users already in the first three years.
· INDEPENDENT: Unlike Federal Reserve notes, The Liberty Dollar is not a manipulated
currency. Every Silver Certificate is “redeemable in gold and silver by the bearer on demand”
regardless of the price of the metals at that time.
· CONVENIENT: The Liberty Dollar presents a convenient and simple way for any American to
pay for everyday items with precious metals as it exchanges dollar-for-dollar with Federal
Reserve Notes.
· PROFITABLE: The Liberty Dollar is available at a discount so Liberty Associates can make
money when they circulate it. Under the NORFED model, the people come first in the
monetary system and make the most when they use the money.
NORFED, the National Organization for the Repeal of the Federal Reserve Act and the
Internal Revenue Code, is the distributor of The Liberty Dollar and is based in Evansville,
Indiana. NORFED was established in 1998 to help educate Americans about the nature of
their money and to provide The Liberty Dollar as a model currency and the Solution to the
threat of a national monetary crisis.
For more info:
http://www.libertydollar.org/
1-888-421-6181
In Montana
DARBY, Montana—The new Liberty Dollars are still pretty rare in Montana. A number of
businesses use Liberty Dollars in the state. Lynn Farrenkopf is set up as a redemption center
in Darby. Farrenkopf uses the new currency mostly for gasoline, saying that choosing between
Federal Reserve Notes and silver the clerks usually prefer the one ounce $10 silver piece. She
thinks that “a convenience store or other high traffic place could do well offering the silver as
change.”
Farrenkopf who has met NORFED Founder Bernard Von Nothaus several times describes him
as “very intelligent and a true American”, and notes that he has invested a great deal in this
endeavor.
She expects the new currency will be more and more accepted as NORFED grows. Although
she cites the libertydollar.org website as the best source of information, readers may contact
her as well.
In Idaho and Wyoming there are additional businesses that have turned to the secured
currency.
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